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INTRODUCTION
THEWORD

"TBUSTBBSHIP" has been adopted by the United Nations to express
their attitude towards the future of'dependent peoples. It is not a new word. It
has been used for more than a century and a half to denote the restraining and
3
humanizing influence in colonial .affairs. It has always meant a moral obligation
on the part of advanced nations towards backward peoples, and in the course of
time its political and economic meaning have become more and more clearly developed. Until the Mandates System came into existence after the first World War, ?&ij
the principle of trusteeship had been worked out by individual nations in the 9%
colonial territories for which they were responsible. The Mandates System was
the first international attempt to .apply this principle, and it recognized an obli- ? !
gation on the part of the whole world towards dependent peoples. The United
Nations Charter defines this obligation in wider and more specific terms. Like the -?$
Mandates System, it draws on the accumulated experience of the colonial powers
in its task of ensuring international peace and security in the modern world. In
order to understand how Britain can contribute to the success of this task in thed@
colonial sphere, it is necktry to hiow something of the history of the principle FA
of trusteeship, and o t t h e leading part that Britain has played in shaping it.

ET 3

The Hunrm*torimr Mwement. T h e doctrine of trusteeship was not in the
first place the fruit of international conferences or even a deliberate formulation
of policy on the part of any government. It was born of a remarkable expression
of public feeling in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. This, known
as the humanitarian movement, centered for many years in the attack on slavery,
but in reality, as Livingstone said, took all human misery for its field. It is usually
considered to be Edmund Burke who first spoke of the administration of dependent
peoples as a trust. In a speech on a Bill to reform the Government of British India
in 1785 he said, "Every species of political dominion and every description of
commercial privilege
are all in the strictest sense a trust; it is the-essence
of m r y trust to be rendered accouutable." Burke wk speaking at a time when
tbe great leaders of the .antislavery movement were already m a k g themselves
heard in Britain, but it was to be more than fifty years before this attitude became
an official part of British policy. When, however, in 1837, the attitude which
be v o i d was explicitly adopted by a Committee of the House of Commons which
had been appointed to consider "the treatment of aboriginal tribes in British territories," the ground had been well prepared, and the principle took firm root. In
the interval, Parliament had passed the Act for the Abolition of the Slave Trade
in 1807, and the Emancipation Act in 1833, the British Navy was actively fighting
the slave trade off the coasts of Africa, and one of the present units of the British
Empire had come into being through the purchase of land in Sierra Leone, by a
group of British abolitionists in 1788, to form a settlement for liberated African
slaves. Meanwhile, in America, the idea' of trusteeship found its first legal interpretation. In 1831, in a case entitled "The Cherokee Nation versus the State of
Georgia," Chief Justice Marshall ruled that the Federal Government must regard
itself as trustee for the lands held by the Indians. In America, too, a body of
philanthropists united in 1820 to found a settlement for ex-slaves at Monrovia,
in what is now Liberia.

. ..

The lnjbence of Explorers and Missionaries. After the abolition of slavery
in the British Empire in 1833, those sections of public opinion which had been
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TheP d W d kuof Trwt-oMp In its be&~ia.mthe doctrine of trust6 .
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toot gka in the British colonies in Canad.. This event wai Lord Durham's
report, advocating r&ipan$ble self-government. Although the oolaniei to which it 't
refemd were pipled mainly by white m t t t n , it is the hft to politi- ' j
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had baa dspc!qhg side by aide with its ethicd aspect. M'ijssioauicd md d i e m
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indijpmw inhabitants developed from the struggle of the h d t ; a & ip*
Pgai&.th conditions of life in Africa undez the system of slavery* So am, t
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recognititin that the whole world and not only the administering power
beqefit fnm, the opening-up of backward areas, developed somewhat kter from p
parallel struggle that of the conception of these areas as trusts against th)
spirit of international competition for their control, a struggle which has persistt4
in ruying form, up to the present day. Its most stanling manifestation took
plra m the last two decades of the nineteenth century, the era of the "qpmble
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for Africa." This wai led by certain European countries, .mainly in a desire for
the aquisition of colonies for national prestige. Not many years earlier, the British Government had been attempting unsuccessfully to pull otit of many of its
'com&itments in Africa. British merchants had been ordered to withdraw from the
Gold Coast, but had refused to lave in the ship that was sent to fetch them awry,
and the Government found that it was not easy to relinquish the responsibilities
which it had assumed for peaceful administration. But in 1865 a report of the
House of Commons positively advised against further extension of sovdreigntg.
When, however, Germany began to-annex large areas of Afrka which had been
o w e d up by British pioneers, and Britain saw her trading interests &reate@
she too joined reluctantly and belatedly in the scramble.

The Berlin Conference, 1889I885. In 1884 Germany called a conference
at Berlin to regulate the claims of the various powers. This was attended by most
of the western European countries, Russia, and the United States. The r d t i n g
Treaty was the first international convention laying down principles for the
administration of dependent territories. It was, however, mainly concerned with .
regulating a d i t i o n s of trade for the Great Powers, and with avoiding disputes
over the acquisition of territory, but at the same time it specifically acknow1edged
an obligation to further the moral and material well-being of the native population. Its chief practical outcome was the establishment of free trade in an area
known as the Congo Basin. Thid area included the whole of the .Belgian Co~go
and Ruanda-Urundi (then part of German East Africa), parts of Abyssinia,
French Equatorial Africa, and Itdian Somaliland, the whole of the British territoria of Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika (then German), and Nyasaland, part of
that of, Northern Rhodesia, and part of the Sudan. This Treaty was subsequently
modified at various data, lastly by the Treaty of St. Germain in 1919, whea
complete commercial equality in the original area was granted to all Mmbm
of the League of Nations. The United States was also a signatory to the Treaty,
thereby acquiring the same trading advantages as the other countries ~II'mrned.
C w e of A t t h d e Between 1885 and 1945. The, Berlin Treaty gave first
place to questions of cominerce and acquisition of territory, and merely h o w l edged in principle certain obligations towards the native peoples. By 1919, when
the Mandates System was set up under the League of Nations, .the interests of
the peoples themselves had assumed first place, though commercial equality for
of the Liiague was still laid down for certain classes of Mandate. In
all me*
1945, when the Trusteeship System was embodied in the United Nations Charter,
obligations towards the inhabitants of dependent territories were elaborately
defined, and equality of economic oppoenity was made dependent on the interests of these inhabitants. Both systems will be described in detail later. Meanwhile, it is necessary to see how the application of the principle of -ip
in
all its aspects, ethical, political, and economic, by colonial administrators had
helped to bring about this change of attitude.
Development of the Pri-pie in B*ti
TerdtorZes. In British tem0tories,
one of the most outstanding figures of this period was a soldier, Colonel (later
Lord) Lugard, who took up and expanded the work of the missionariis. From
1900 onwards in Nigeria, he developed the theories of the "dud mandate" and
"indirect rule." The dual mandate .meant the development of the country first
for the advantage of the inhabitants, and secondly for the world; and indirect
rule meant the use of native institutions to educate the people to rule themaclvw.
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the.hul dready been applied in the Far East at the end of .the eighteenth eeataq by,Sir Stamford Raffles, and in Fiji in the 1890's. Today, it is
majority of British territories in Africa

.Wththe progress of the territories, it came to k felt in Britain that the W t h e r
Cbga'try should play a more active part than that merdy of guardian to a ward
- dM& the word “trusteeship" suggests. The conception of trusteeship forbids tke
. guardb to profit from the ward's estate, bat it does not suggest that the trustee
& d 1 & d s t the ftriud out of his own p d e t . This, however, the British Governlasra &ad frequently done, though before 1929, only in spedal ass, where a
colony could not meet its bare cost of administration In 1929, a Colonial Developmmj fund oi $1,000,000 ($5,000,000) a year was instituted to pnmote a&c d t u d mil industrial- development in the colonies. In 1940, it WBS decided to go-kucb(@her, and the earlier Colonial Development fund was replaad by a
npv Cptafrirl Development m d Welfare note providing for an earpendime of
E$!R$&~~X~O. ($QpOOOowir
@athe
) next ten yean for a much wider
o b j i -4,tke 'simp tiqe, $1 1,000,000 ($44,;8a0,000) of debta fmm the
tq. B r i w .wmcqeeled. Io 1945, &e p r o ~ x o n sof this Act were still ftxthtx
exta~dgd~.
&.the sirm prodded opa- the yean 1946-56 b aow B120,000,009
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Br*tsli fial&yT d a y . The fatest oScial s&nming up of British colonial policy
4 made by,& Secretary of State for the Colonies in the House of Cbmmam in
July, 1946: "I can say without hesitation that it is our policy to develop .the
colonies and all their resources so as to enable their peoples speedily and mbstatitially t~ improve their economic and social conditions, and, OI soon as may be
praetiabk, ;ro attain respwsible self-government." This statement in no way
differs from the principles contained in the Tmteeship chapters of the Uaited
N a t i d Charter. It also has behiad it the itcmmulated &egce
of aU the yeors
through irM& this policy has ban consistently pursued md developed, and which
Britaia i6 a m wpared to put at: the dispossll gf the Unit& Nations.
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T H E MANDATES SYSTEM
AFTERTHB FIRST WORLD
WAR,the Allied Powers were faced with the problem
of how to dispose of the dependent territories taken from Germany and Turkey,
the defeated powers. This contingency-wasthe immediate r&n for the adoption
of the Mandata, System as a form of government. But, as has been shown, the
ideas underlying this system had been taking shape for a long time both in colonial
theory and practice, and were widely supported by public opinion. T
Act of 1885 had been a first attempt to embody them in an internatio
tion. The Mandates System went much further.

.
,

The Principles of the System. The principles of this system were laid d
in Article 22 of the Covenant of the League of Nations. The first is that, to tbe
territories concerned,
"which are inhabited by peoples not yet able to stand by themselve in the
strenuous conditions of the modern world, there should be applied the principle

.

,
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The Mandates & e m

1

that the well-being and development of such peoples form a sacred trust of
civilization."
The next is that
a d
"the tutelage of such peoples should tie entrusted to advanced nations
that this tutelage should be exercised by them as Mandatories on behalf ~f
the League"
Furtkr, it is provided that the Mandatory shall render an annual report to the
League on the territories committad to its charge, that the League shall define die
degree of control to be exercised, and that a permanent commission shall be set yp
to advise the Council of the League on all matters relating to the observance of
Mandates.
The well-king and development of the native people was, then, the primary
aim of the system. This was to be achieved by atrusting their tutelage to advanced
nations who, in accepting the Mandate, would at the same time assume certain
legal obligations towards the peopll. These Mandatories would, besides, be
obliged to render an account of heis administration to the League of Nations.
The setting up of a higher international authori~,responsible for seeing that the
Mandates were faithfully carried out, was the most original feature of the system. The Berlin Act of 1885 had not provided for any element of regular supervision, and the Permanent Mandates Commission originated in a British proposal
first made in January, 1919.
.
The Mgerent Classes of MaRhrts. These main provisions applied to dl
classes of Mandates. Since, however, the character of the Mandate would be
bound to-differ according to the stage of development of the people and the geographical and economic cirmmstances of the territory, they were divided into
three groups, described in paragraphs 4, 5, and 6 of Article 22 of the Covenant
of the League,. These groups are often referred to for convenience as "&" "B,"
and "C" Mandates, respectively.
"A" Mandates were applied to certain communities formerly belonging to the
Turkish Empire which were considered to have reached a stage of development
where their independence could be provisionally recognized, 'subject to administrative advice and assistance from a Mandatory until they were able to stand alone.
The wishes of these communities were to be a principal considezation in the selection of the Mandatory.
"B" Mandates. were applied to the ex-German colonies in Central Africa, thc
Cameroons, Topland, Tanganyika, and Ruanda-Urundi, terrfmries which were
not ready for independence. Here the Mandatory was responsible for the ndministration, under certain specified conditions designed to prevent abuses and to
ensure that the welfare of the iahabitants should be the first consideration, In all
these Mandates, except that for Tanganyika, the Mandated area was to be
administered in accordance with the laws,of the Mandatory as an integral part of
his territory, subject to these conditions. The establishment of fortifications or
defense ba&3and the organization of native military forces for other than police
purposes or the defense of the territory were forbidden. The .Mandates for the
French spheres of Togoland and the Cameroons, however, unlike those for the
British spheres, or for Tanganyika or Ruanda-Urundi, provided that troops thus
raised might, in the event of a general war, be utilized to repel an attack or for
the defense of the territory outside that subject to the Mandate. The Mandatmg

.. .

.

nu rLo'&Eged to &e
equal opportunities for the trade and atmnaaa-of-4
members of the League of Nations.
"C"- Mandates (South W
e
s
t Africa, New Guinea, Western Samoa, Nauru,.
uud the Caroline, Marianna and Marshall Islands) were applied to t e r p b
which, owing to their particular -circumstances, could best be administered as
integral portions of the Mandatory's territory. The laws of the Mandatory Po*
lpight h applied to them, with such local modifications as drcupmtances might
require, subject t o the same safeguards in the interests of the natives, includinc
relating to defense bases and military training, as applied to the British a d
Belgian "B" Mandates. .
Distribution of the M d . It lay with the Supreme Council of the Mid
Poweri ta docate the Mandates, and this wns done between May, 1919, end
April, 1920. gt was the re%ponsib'ity of the League of Nations to confirm tba
Mandates after apprmhg the terms in each case. This took place betwan Dee-0
1920, and J& 1922. Thl treaty between Britain and Iraq, which.regulated
che relations betwee8 Britain ond &at territbrg, was however only approved by& League of Notisprs in ~ ~ t c m b c r1924.
,. T
he United States eondudcd treaties
with the Mandatary Powea wveriag id3 territories except New Guinea, Westem
Samoa, Nauru md South W
e
s
t Africa, which gave the United States the samt
righa Lagut Members in respect of the territories concerned.
The Permqmnt Mandates Commbsion. The organ of the Lugue res~onsibli
foi a d h g the Council on all matters relating to the observance of the Mand.m, nu tbe Permanent Mandates Commission. This body consisted originally
of nine, and later of ten members, the majority of whom were required to be
nation& pf non-Mandatory states. All were appointed by the Council and selected
far their peponal writs and competence. A condition of their eligibility was t h e
they W d clot hold any office which put them in aposition of direct depend&
on their governments. They were thus appointed as independent'aad impartid
M
~ md nat
d as national
~
representatives Among the membm who served
for a aumkr of years rnts Lord Lngard, who brought with him the experieads
of a liktimt spent in working out in British Africin territories the principle$
mBseg-ly
adopted by the League of Nations.
Tbe functions of the Permanent Mandates Commission were advisory. It
examined the a ~ u a reports
1
submitted by the Mandatories, could make requwfor further hiormation, and submitted observations to the Council. Although
neither the Council nor the Commission were expressly empowered by the Lea&
Cwemat~toconsider petitions, the emmination of petitions, both from the inhaw
mts 6f~theMandated territories and from other sources, grew up in p r a i c q
and ww
by rules Df procedure largely of British origin. The CommidOa;
au advisory eu the Cotgd'of the League, which had the authority to make rccmadto the Mandatory Powers. The Council was the authority whm.
approvd was required on amendments to, or termination of, a Mandate.
Applicatiom of the $y&tena..Such were the main features of the, Mandata
S~st- It8 application to territories under British Mandate can be studied in thc .
comprehtssive annual reports prcnnted by Britain to the League of Nations, .nd
in the annual reports of the various governmkt departments published by the
territories concerned.
history of the Mandated territories under British administration is sum
marked in' Appendix I.

THE TRUSTEESHIP SYSTEM
THEMANDATES
SYSTEM automatically suffered the same fate

ps the
of Nations, of which it was an integral part. When a new world organiziltion
came to be discussed, not only the future of the Mandated territories, but the
wider question of the future of dependent areas in general came under review.
The subject had arisen (but only to be deferred for further consideration) at
Dumbarton Oaks, in 1944, and again at Yalta, in February, 1945. At Ydta it
was agreed that the San Francisco Conference (then decided upon) should draw
up a trusteeship system capable of application to existing Mandated territories,
territories to be detached from the enemy as a result of the second World War and
any other territories which colonial powers might voluntarily place under it.

Tlis United N&ns

Churter. Three chapters of the United Nations Charter,
which was drawn up at San Francisco, are devoted to non-self-governing territories. Chapter XI consists of a general declaration regarding the administration
of these territories, Chapter XI1 sets up an international trusteeship system which
may be applied to the three classes of territories mentioned in the Yalta formula
described above, and Chapter X I I I deals with the composition of a Trusteeship
Council.
Declaration Regarding Non-self-govemi?rg Territories. Under the general
declaration in Chapter XI, Members of the United Nations who arc responsible
for the administration of territories that are not yet fully self-governing
"recognizt the principle that the iptmgts of the inhabitants
are paramount, - .
and accept as a sacred trust thi obligation to promote to the utmost, within the
system of international peace and security established by the present Charter,
the well-being of the inhabitants of these territories."
A series of detailed undertakings' follows, relating to political, socipl, economic,
and educational advancement, to the*development of self-govequnent, to tbe furthering of international peace and security, and to the promotion of constructive meaqres of development. The responsible Member States undertake besides
to transmit regularly to the Secretary-General, for information, statistical and
other. material relating to conditions ih their non-self-governing territories. They
also agree to pursue a policy of good neighborliness which will take into account
"the interests and well-being -of the rest of the world, in social, economic, and
cornmereid matters."

...

/

The In~elrl~EionuZ
~ r u r t e e s h i ~ ~ ~ pTtheemIntemtio~lal
.
Trusteeship Sptem can, as stated above, be applied to three categories of territories: (1) those
now held under Mandate, ~(2).
those detached from enemy states as a result of
the second World War, (3) any other territories voluntarily placed under the
system bysthestate administering them. It is to be a matter of subsequent agreement as to which territories in these. categories will be brought under trusteeship
and upon what terms.
The aims of the system are:
"a. T o further international peace and security;
"b. T o promote the political, economic, social and educational advancement or
the inhabitants of the Trust Territories, and their progressive development .
towards self -government or independence as may be appropriate to the particular
circumstances of each territory and its peoples and the freely cxpresscd d e s

of thd paoph ~ i c e r n ~and
d , as map be provided by the terms of each trusteeship
merit ;
"c. T o encourage respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for rlf
*ithout distinction as to race, sex, language+ or religion, and to encourage
m g n i t i o n of the interdependence of the peoples of the world; and
d
'#I
d. T o ensure equal treatment in h i a l , economic and commercial mattemford
M e m h of the United Nations and their nationals, and also equal tzeatdgnt
Por .the latter in the administration of j&,
without prejudice to the attainment -ofthe foregoing objectives and subject to the provisions of M c l e SO."
?'he terms of trusteeship for each territory are to be a g ~ upon
d by the states
dirrcfly cc~cemed(including the Mandatory Power in the case of Mandated
temtmies) and approved by the United Nations. Except in regard to s t r a t e
arms (ai to which, see below) the General Assembly is the organ competent to
agpio- The agreement is to designate the authority that will administer the
territqm, This "Administering Authority" may be one or more, states or the
U~itcdNqtions organization itself. Since one of the objects of the system is to
further international peace and security, the administering authority may make
use of volunteer forces and facilities in the Trust Territory to carry out its obligations to the Security Council, and not only for local defense and police putposes. In any agreement, a strategic area'' may be designated, including the
d o l e m a part of the territory. These areas will come under the authority of the
ScCUTiq Council (which will also approve the t e r m of the trusteeship agreb:
ments for such areas) and not under that of the General Assembly. T h e basic
o b j d m o f the system moll,however, apply equally to strategic areas, and the
Security &tmcil will make use of the Trusteeship Council to perform all f m tims mot reiated .to security.
The T r d e e ~ k i Council.
p
The Trusteeship Council will be composed of an
equd n d b e r of States which administer Trust Territories and States which do
not. All tlie Big Five (China, France, Russia, Britain, and the United States) are
Permanent M&m, whether administering Trust Territories or not. The Coun- ...
dl .is one of the Principal Organs of the United Nations but for the most part will
discharge its functions under the authority of the General Assembly. Its functions
will l to formulate a questionnaire on conditions in each Trust Territory, and to .$
consider the. reports submitted annually, on the basis of the questionnaire, bg the .'
administeiing authority; to accept and examine petitions, and to provide for
periodic visits to the territories at times agreed upon with the administering authority. . E dmember will have one vote, and decisions will be made by a simple
maj~rity;
ZM#er&ba~
B e e e n tlL8 TnuteesMp System mul the Madates System. ';
It will bz seen that in the United Nations Charter the question of dependent territories b tivat& far more comprehensively and, on the whole, with greater flexibility
than in the b
e Covenant. The most notable feature is perhaps the general .!
d d ~ r r t i o nof principles for the administration of all dependencies, which goes far . '
to meet the demands, made in some quarters, for a Colonial Charter. The inclusion
of this declaration was due to the initiative of Britain and Australia. Speaking
to the Trusteeship Commission of the San Francisco Conference, Lord Cranborne,
the.United Kingdom delegate, said : .
"I should lib to tell the Commission why we included this general declaration
in our paper, and why we are so glad to see it included in the Charter. W e in the
'

((
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'

United Kingdom have a long experience of colonial government. It has been
our privilegoaometimes rather an onerous privilegeto administer colonial
territories of every kind and description in every part of the world. W e have
made no doubt many mistakes, but out of our experience and that of other colonial
powers there have been gradually evolved certain general principles of colonial
government. W e believed that the time had come when these principles ought 'to
be codified in a general declaration for the guidance of ourselves or other colonial
powers and for the information of the world."
In this chapter also,.the colonial powers undertake the new obligation of transmitting annual reports on their dependencies to the United Nations for information.
Though under no formal obligation to do so, Britain had in fact, for a number
of years before the war, regularly transmitted reports on all British dependencies
to the Library of the League of Nations and to the International Labor Office
at Geneva.
The International Trusteeship System also has many points of differenci from
the Mandates System. Except the "A" Mandates, where independence was provisionally recognized, the find destiny of the Mandated territories was left uncertain.
The trust was defined only as "the well-being and development" of "peoples not yet
able to stand by themselves." The United Nations Charter, on the other hand,
states clearly that Trust Territories are to be developed "towards self-government
or independence." The Trusteeship Council will have the power to initiate visits
of inspection to ihe territories, which the Permanent Mandates Commission
had not. The terms by which territories will be brought under trusteeship are to
be agreed separately in each instance, instead of on the more rigid pattern of the
"A," "B," and "C" Mandates. The "open door" provisions under the Trusteeship
System are made subordinate to the interests of the inhabitants of the Trust Territory, which was not the case in the "A" and "B" Mandates (the "C" Mandates
contained no open door provisions). Defense measures may be taken in Trust
Territories which were forbidden under the Mandates. Lastly, the Trusteeship
Council will consist of certain member nations, dach of which will nominate its
representative, whereas the Permanent Mandates Commission was composed of
individual membets exercising an independent judgment.

Accion at the First Session of the General Assembly. During the session of
the General Assembly in London in January and February, 1946, certain steps were
taken to carry out the Trusteeship provisions of the Charter. At a meeting on
February 9, resolutions were adopted declaring that the obligations accepted under
Chapter XI were considered to be in full force, and requesting the SecretaryGeneral to include in his annual report on the work of the organization a summary
of any information submitted to him on the administration of the dependencies of
Members of the United Nations. He was also requested to submit to the Trusteeship Council, as soon as it was constituted, the provisional rules of procedure drawn
up by the Preparatory Commission. The Trusteeship Council itself was not set up
at the Assembly's London session, since Trusteeship agreements creating the
Trustee States, who are to form half the membership of the Council, had still to be
prepared and approved.

Brituin's InitMtiae. Britain, however, took the initiative in putting this part of
the Trusteeship provisions into practical execution. On January 17, 1946, the
Foreign Secretary announced to the United Nations Assembly that Britain would
place her Mandated territories of Tanganyika, the Cameroons, and TogoIand

.
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mdat .&gj f nw,a6dnal ?msteeship Sgstcm. H e said that thc Britirb GovehMBiin&xss'to do naturally depwided on their being ablc to negotiate
which t h q considered generally satisfactory, which achieved the objectiva
,and were in the best interests of tht inhabitants of the territories
added that during the 25 years that Britain had administex# tbe
had fuUi1led her obligations under the League, and had developed
ests of the inhabitiints, that this policy would be contimed uniler
System, and that wntinuity of administration would be mainoverament or independence w y attained. The Foreign Scctetlrg
jordan was to be established as an in&pendent,state.
'@&y&utlP23, the Prime Minister told the House of Com&ow that dr&
t c i 6 f ; ' i i f - . ~ d i g had been drawn up, and had been circulated to those statwbk& 'hdd~outprejudice to the ultimate interpretation of the phrase ''statesi
MJS
&ctmeB)): the British Government considered to be in any,mt conccM-b.&!is -, aamely France in respect of Togoland and the Cammoons,
B a f @ k in
the Union of Souih Africa .inrespect of
;lnicp'&d tvf Tmganyiita,
aen- seng foraod
information tiChina, Russia, and .the u ~ t e d
Sb* (@'~igmc&'in.iespect of Tangmprla)
fH3- I.?&-the ngreanent of the stat& concerned having been receivkd, the
ter& 'lofTm* were pwb&&ed in a White Paper, and in July'thoG for the
Cag&bt~ Phd Togab&*On July 23, the Swretary of State for the Coloniar
&&&id in the Hpuse of Ccsnmons that, following publication, certain &endid& &ght mpxr to be desirable, and that it was particularly important to take
into accuimt the qinions of the inhabitants of the territories concerned. These tenm
were suUqucady altered in phraseology in order to makb Britain's intentions more
qUdt ind on October 22 n .mvised draftt was bublished and fled with the Secre
tarpGemral of the United Nations for presentation to the ensuing session of the
General M 6 1 y . Certain further modifications 'were made before bringing the
terms before the General Assembly.
<
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r Po~bera~
Of the other Mandatory Powers, France
has filed terms for Tagoland md the Cameroons under F r d Mandate, Australia
far New Guinea, Belgium for Ruanda-Urundi, and New ZeaIad for Western
SlmoiL Australia has announced her intention (as agreed with the United Kinarid New 2!kdaad) to plaw Nauru under Trusteeship'. The Union of Sauth Africa
is brin$ng before the -General Assembly thc question of the incorporation of
South-~$+d
Africa in the Union. The Japanese Mandated islads in the Pacifii
m at pmia United States military administration, and the United S t l t a
hu aaaokced that it is prepared to place them under United Nations!
*tCgic
areas.
.

Appendix I

HISTORY OF THE TERRITORIES
UNDER BRITISH MANDATE
IRAQ

THBMANDATE
FOR .IRAQ
was accepted by the British Government in 1920. An
Arab Provisional Council of State wps formed, and following a referendum, the
Amir Feisul was declared King in August, 1921.
The Mandate did
fallow ,&e og&~rg oourse, however, which would.h v e
been for a Draft Mandate to be prepwed and accepted by the Council of the
League. Instead, the British Government decided, with the consent of
League, .
to conclude a Treaty which should form the basis of a Mandate, this being signed
' in October, 1922. In this Treaty, Brit& undettook to use her good o f k s to secure
the admission of Iraq to the League of Nations.
Internal conditions f the new state -erg, naturally unsettled following the termination of the first World war, and .Plrhough in 1920 order was restofcd,
dScuIties rtiU existed by reason of nationalist sentiment and impatience at Mmdatory control. The 1922 Treaty did mi& to convince'the lraqis that the Pim of the
British Government--"the establishment at the. earliest possible d.ate of a fully
independent state of Iraq''*--re.
In 1927, the year 1932 was o w e d as the date for Iraq's membership in thc
League of Nations. Impatiens at Mandatory control still continued, hcwe-&z,
despite the fact that lack of trained personnel for government service proved the
necessity of British supervision. Externally,the new state was involved. in disputes
with Turkey over the Mosul area, &ad with Saudi Arabia over the establishment
of boutlMes.
On June 30,1930, in n new Anglo-1;aqi Treaty signed at Baghdad "on te-msof
complete freedom, equality and independence" and valid'for 25
provision
was made fo? full, free and frank consultation on all matters of foreign policy
which might d e c t the common interest of the two countries, and for aid should
either party be involved in war. Responsibility for internal order and external
defense rested with tho King of Iraq who, however, recognized that the maintenance of essential imnmunications was in the cornmqn interest of both parties, and
undertOO:kktoprovide air -at
or near Basra and west of the Euphrates; British
troops were to be maintained at M d and Hinardi. A Financial Agreement of
August 19, 1934 transferred to Iraq the railway system, the aerodromes and part
of the port of Basr% while a Judicial Agreement of March, 1931, provided for the
abolition of capitulatianqt and established a common system of justice for Iraqis
a d foreig~rs.. ,
. In Iraq, under the British anda ate, tbC administration of justice was extended
to remote areas,.education progressed, communications improved, and the country
was prosperous. The army was d,
but it had been well trained and equipped by ,
British officers. On October 3, 1932, Iraq was admitted as a State Member of the
I

I

*Special Report rn the Progres of Iraq, 1920-31 ( C o l d NO. 58).
agreement, o&g3dy with the T U T UGovernment, m
foreign nationals residing in Turkish Territories.

$Spsdrl privilrga allowed by
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League of Nations. The High Commissioner was replaced by a British ~mbasador,
and the transfer of British administration into Iraqi hands took place gradually.
It was felt in'certain quarters that 1932was early for the abolition of the Mandate,
and the Permanent Mandates Commission expressed its doubts* Conditions were
formulated under which the termination of the Mandate would be approved&owever, and these included guarantees for the effective protection of racial, religious
and linguistic minorities.

PALESTINE
The M d a t e for Palestine was tentatively confirmed by the Council of the
League of Nations on July 22, 1922, and came into force on September 29, 1923.
It embodies the substance of the Balfour Declaration of 1917: "His Majesty's
Gwemment view with favor the establishment in Palestine of a National H o w . for the Jewish people, and will use their best endeavors to fadlitate the achievemesg
of &is object, it being dearly understood that nothing shall be done which mry
prejudice the civil and religious rights of existhg non-Jewish communities ia
Palestine, or the rights.and politid status enjoyed~byJews in any other mantry."
Sir Herbert Samuel was the first High . C o h i o n e r , and under the R e l i g i o ~
Communities Ordinance of 1926 regulations were issued by the Government for
the orgroizatiaa of the Jewish community which enjoys autonomy for its internalI
cultural and &nmunal affairs.
Since the establishment of the Mandate, nearly 500,000 Jews have been satled
in Palestine. For a full history of the Palestine Mandate, the reader is referred to
British Information Services publications and other documents mentioned in .
Appendix V where a detailed account will be found.'

T R A N SJ O R D A N
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Under the provisions of Article 25 of the Palestine Mandate, Transjordan (which
was included in this Mandate) was exempted from those of its terms which
referred to the establishment of a Jewish National Home as, in the British view,
it fell within the area to which Arab independence was promised.* The first step
towards independence was taken in February 1921, when the British authorities
in Jerusalem negotiated an agreement in which the Amir Abdullah was recognized
as "administrator" under the Mandate. This was followed ih 1923 by the recognition of Transjordan as an independent government under British tutelage, as in
the case of Iraq. In 1923, the British Government signed a treaty with the Amir
in which his status was defined as follows: "Article 2 - T h e powers of legislation
and of administration entrusted to His Britannic Majesty as Mandatory for Palestine s h d .be exercised in that part of the area under Mandate known as Transjordan by His Highness the Amir through such constitutional government as is
defined and determined in the Organic Law oi Trans-Jordan and any amendment
thereof made with the approval of His Britannic Majesty." At the same time, the
High Commissioner for Palestine was authorized to act as Britain's representative,
with a British Resident in Transjordan as his agent. In 1934, the Amir was given
the right to appoint consular representatives in neighboring Arab states, while in
May, 1939, a Council of Ministers was authorized to replace the existing Executive
eComespondence between Sir Henry McMahon and Sherif Huagin of Mecca, Cmd.5967;

Council. A supplementary agreememt, made in 1941, gave Great Britain the right
to maintain armed forces in Transjordan and to raise, organize and control in
Transjordan forces necessary for the defense of the country. By 1942, only six
British officials were resident in Transjordan. In January, 1946, at the Fi.rst Part
of the First Session of the General Assembly of the United Nations, the British
Government announced their intention to establish Transjordan as an independent
state. The announcement was unanimously welcomed by the United Nations in
February. A new treaty was signed in March in London between the Governments
of Grmt Britain and Transjordan recognizing Transjordan as a sovereign, independent state.* This Treaty was to come into force on ratification by each side.
In April, the League of Nations at its final Assembly welcomed Transjordan's
independence.
Thus, with the approval both of the League of Nations and of the United
Nations, the promise of full independence has been fulfilled.

TANGANYIKA
The main object of the Mandare which Britain received for Tanganyika was to
assist the Africans to stand on their own feet. The Territory had suffered considerably in the course of the first World w a r and the first task of the British
.
Government was administrative and economic reorganization.
Administration was at first carried on by a Governor with the assistance of an
Executive Council. In 1926, a Legislative Council was constituted, and this now
consists of 13 official members and 12 members holding no Government position,
of whom three are Indians and two Africans. The British began almost at once
to restore the old tribal organizations, which had largely been broken down under
the Gkrmans, gradually transferring control over local &airs to the traditional
authorities. This system of indirect rule was felt to be the best means by. which
the Africans could be trained to take their full share in the government of the
country, and Native Authorities, with Native Courts and Treasurib, have been
given continually increasihg powers as they have gained experience.
The Mandate required that, in relation to land, native laws and custom should
be taken into consideration, and that the interests of the Africans should be safeguiuded. The German Government had pursued a fairly vigorous policy of European settlement, and their estates represented a considerable contribution to the
prosperity of the county, in capital investment, in the deveIopment of natural
resuuras, and as an educational factor in relatim to native methods of agriculture.
After the war, the German settlers were repatriated, and most of their estates
passed into British, Indiaa, and Greek hands. Some of them were, however, bought
up by the British Government, and the h i d made available to the Africans. In
1923, all public lands were declared to be subject to the disposition of the Governor
who was to administer them for the use and common benefit of the natives, except
for land held before that date by non-natives. Further alienation of land to nonnatives was carefully controlled, and by 1938 less than 1 per cent had betn
alienated for pastoral and agricultural holdings. This belonged to people of 16
different nationdities, the Mandate requiring freedom of immigration for all
members of the League. Many Germans subsequently returned to %ganyika
repurchasing their alienated territory referred to above. They were interned pnd
deported at the outbreak of war in 1939.

's mria crops are 8isp1, cdtton, and coffee. Tbe minor mope -@
mpr, s a m e , rice, sugar, and tea. Sisal, which rtQuires a fairly lugd
c a H outley, is entirely in non-native hands, and has, ever since Getman timQi
for about one-third of the total export trade. In 1931, native produdad
for nearly 70-per cent of the
the whole of the ground-nus 4 4
95:5ks.ea~of hides, skins, and rice and other grins.
ment of mining has t&eh place h o s t entirely under the Mmddb.
r gold was carried out by the Germans, and .production had s t a d *
1914. Gold productidn reachd 9,070 ounces in 1929, and.had riscwr.
to'^,^ omas in 1938. The important developments were largely la Br
S o d &ban hands, but dluvial mining requiring less capital Md
b w k d g e nwas taken up by the nationals of about 28 different countria uid bp.
A f h D i m m d production was highest during the first ten years of the Mm-:
datc, .ad was valued at k101,480 ($405,920) in 1927, but had dropped to w,s!@~
($14,232) bg 1938. More recently there have been considerable developments and:
e e i l y increased production. Salt, tin ores, md mica are also mined. In 1938,
mining ooer~ibuteddirectly to the Territory's. revenue &40,804 ($163,2 16), or
aboyt 2 >percept of the total revenue. Indirectlf, it augmented the-Territory'&,
*i
stnqthening the taxable capacity of the population, by stimby increasing the earnings of the transport services. Every &ozt &
ma& to develop the Territory's mineral resources and considerable
dRIndcgmp34m.p e taking place.
' I b ~ ~ ~built
~ two
h railroads
u l coveting 992 mileg These were extensively
&ring the fir& World War and their reconstruction *as we of th
facing the British administration. By 1924 financial conditions
mast eamt
mrda fi;sg&tr oafl~tructimpossible and between that date and 1938 new railrands
coveri~382miles were built. In 1938the Territory possessed 41 Governmart and
five priakfkidc, and dght.smergenqWing grcpmk Another seven airfields
m e l t t n k 4Xmspd051,
Domestic slavap h.d brm allowed to cotinue under the Gamrnq but wu
aboiiahed by the British in 1922. Forced labor was also forbiddeneninaceal..dan,a
*wich tbe terms of the Mandate and of the international Conventiun Cmcemm
- i4
F d Labor of 1931. T h u e is a Labor Department and a Labor Advisory Boor%
a i d it is h d e d shortly to appoint an o k r with trade union experience to Chc
L a b I%partmeph in conformity with the British Gor.ernment'spolicy of endi,ulgiag
imionism in the dependencies. With the return of the Afric&ts 6*ScLabor Exchanges have been opened, the mviees of which fldi
. .is
.:time b
o:k~
a
.
b
k
.fso otber d o n s of the population.
Th-&a $f edukdoon unda the 'Monkwits both to raise the standarddd.
cham&'d.df ci&bmq among the bulk of the papdation, and to provide for
trauenin#bi'&& who would be required t6 fill posts in the adminktratiw
techid &ciiJ
&'well as those who,as native authorities, would
tians ~~&cepti~dIrmst and responaiPility. In 1944, there were 72
s c h d ~ '1,030
,
missioniky &Is
of many d&ominations and nationalities
by Gownrmcat grants, 4 Moslem,and 122 Native Administration schook P
&
ary, recood;y, and technical education and teacher-training; icourscs are
StudrLo go on to Makerere College in Uganda where they cam tdtc the
Cambridge School Certificate examination, or advanced courses in vocational and
technical trainhg. There are schools for European, Indian, Greek, and Atribuu-
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ing children. An increasing number of Afriaans have gone into G o r e m e n t
ice. In 1938, they formed over three-quarters of the st&, and included g i tural and other technical instructors, teachers, laboratory workers, dispensers,
nd sanitary inspectors.
In 1943, there were 62 government hospitals and 321 tribal dispensaries. There
are also two mental hospitals. Tanganyika has been the scene of notable pioneer
work-in the fight against the tsetse fly. A Tsetse Research Department has been
functioning since 1929, and was for many years under the direction of C. F. M.
Swynnirton from whose research work a great part of Africa has benefited.
Valuable research in connection with Sleeping Sickness has also been carried aut
t the trypanosomiasis research laboratory.
The Agricultural Research Station at Amani, which -was established by the
Germans in 1902, was taken over by the British and, in 1925, was c o n s t i a d as .
- a center of resear-. for all.the British East African territories. I t has a highly
qualified st& on whose expert knowledge and advice a11 the territories can draw.
I t undertakes long-term research work and is able ta centralize work on problems
common to several territories. Conferences of directors of agriculture and research
workeeis are held periodically. It'is supported by a grant from the British Treasury
and by contributions from the various East African territbries. I n 1945, a grant
of S40,000 ($160,000) was made under the Colonial Dcwelopment and Welfare
4ct for resiting the Institute, as part of the program for reorganizing agricultural
research work in East Africa.
Under the terms of the Mandate, Britain was required to maintain equality
in economic and commercial matters for all Members of the League of Nations,
a the
She was, besides, allowed to form a customs-union between ~ a n g a n ~ i kand
two neighboring British territories of Kenya and Uganda. The economic equality
c l a m meant that those countries to whom it washeld to amly were under no
obligation to grant reciprocal advantages to Tanganyika It w& the duty of' ~ritain
to see that the Mandated territory should find no greater diiliculties in disposing
of its producethan did at least her other dependencies. This she did by granting to
Tanganyika the same prdercntial treatment of imports into the Uriited Kingdom
as the rest of the Commonwealth and Empire. Some o f , the Dodnions also
granted preference on the basis of the Ottawa agreements. This arrangement
was held by the Permanent Mandates ~ommissioito be in accordance with the
terms of the Mandate. Britain also attempted to secure the insertion of a clause
into her commercial treaties with other countries~allowingfor the extension of such
treaties to Tanganyika, but she was able to do this only in those concluded after
1914. In 1938, 32.3 per cent of Tanganyika's exports went to the United Kingdom, 9 per cent to India and South Africa, 19 per cent to Kenya and Uganda (induding re-exports to Kenya) and 39.7 per cent to other countries. In the same year,
26.9 per cent af tpe imports came from the United Kingdom, 4.7 per cent from India, 11.3 per cent from Kenya and Uganda, and 42.9 per cent from other countries.
T h e British Treasury made direct contributions to Tanganyika's Gnances.
Between 1929 and 1939 the territory received ~€95,683($382,732) by way of
loans, and &741,100 ($2,964,400) by way of free grants. Under the Colonial
Development and Wetfare dct.of 1940, grants amounting to S556,608 ($2,226,432) were made between 1940 and 1946. Under the increased provisions of the
new Act, &5,250,000 ($21,000,000) have been allocated to Tanganyika for the
years 1946 to 1956, besides S3,500,000 1~14,000,000) for the benefit of East
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~ ~ d & t eover
s separate areas of the German territories of the Cameroons and
Togdand.were given to Britain and France.
"he teims of the British Mandates provided that both the ' ~ a m e r o o d a n d
T ~ ~ ~ l a n d ' m i be
p hadministered
t
as integral parts of the Mandatory's territory a d . miiht be Gstituted into a customs, .fiscal or administrative union with adjacebt I
terr@r&s. The Cameroons were, accordingly, attached to Nigeria, and Togoland
to k ' d d d C+w.
.
.
bii-Gemm estates were disposed of as in Tanganyii, and &nation of
further Iandwas made subject to Government approval,-which could only be given - ,
where,lthe
of ~ f r i c a n were
s
not infringed; system
. , - A of
. indirect rule was introduced and Native Authorities, with Native .i
Gdfb&d Trruurie have h e n established in both territories. There are Governm&.'&&dFJ
md Native Administration schools providing primary, secondary, .
and t&3kbd&d~~ation, and pupas may proceed for higher education to the colleges
in N$&$iond the Gold Coast. The medical and sanitary
- services indude hospitalL, . I
d i s k * a d maternity -and child welfare work.
'
b ~ ~ slabor
y is ,forbidden except on communal services, for which it is paid
and ' g v i t d l by ligislation. The -plantations in the Cameroons are regularly
inspecked try Gedical and sanitary officers, and most of them maintain their own .
' \

I

mi,

rib&

i n b& terdtories &ere are good roads maintained by the Government and the
transport by river in the Cameroons.
In'lSMT the h e r o o n s took $39,000 ($1 56,000) of imports from' the United
KingdWl, &i5,000 ($100,000). from other British countries, and $266,000 ($1,064,080) from other countries. In the same year exports amounted to £33,000
($132,WO) to the United Kingdom, and $485,000 ($1,940,000) to other countries.
ln 1938, the total value of imports into Togoland was $16,065 ($64,260) and
that of exports $86,974 ($347,896). Statistics are available only for goods passing
to md from French Togoland.
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Appendix I1

DISTRIBUTION O F T H E
MANDATES
MANDATORY
POWER

TERRITORY

AREA
S0.M.

POPULATfON

360,000
5,250,000
Tanganyika . . : . .
Togoland . . . . . .
34 1,254
13,041
857,675
Cameroons . . . . .
34,08 1
10,400
Palestine . . . . . .
1,745,000
Transjordan
Declared Independent 1946
Iraq . . . . . . . Declared Independent 1932
143,415
2,341,105
Cameroons . . . . .
Togoland
20,464
750,000
Syria and Lebanon
Declared Independent 1944
Belgium
Ruanda-qrundi . . . .
15,000
3,000,000
South Africa
south West Africa . . .
317,725
357,787
B ustralia
New Guinea
690,6 13
93,000
New Zedand
Western Samoa . . . .
1,133
59,306
British Empire
Nauru..
8%
3,383
(Administered by Australia)
Japan
Caroline, Marianne and
(At present under
Marshall Islands
U.S. Military Administration)
Britain

. . . . .

. . . . . .
. . .
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Appendix I l l

ARTICLE 22 O F T H E COVENANT
O F T H E LEAGUE O F NATIONS
1. T o those colonies and territories which as a consequence of the late war have
ceased to be under the sovereignty of the States which formerly governed them and
which are inhabited by peoples not yet able to stand by themselves under the
strenuous conditions of the modern world, there should be applied the principle
that the well-being and development of such peoples form a sacred trust of civilization and that securities for the performance of this trust should be embodied in
this Covenant.

2. Th k method of giving p r a i t i l effect to this principle is that the tutelage
of d peoples should be entrusted to advanced nations who, by reason of their
resources, their experience or their geographical position, can best undertake this
reqm&%ility, and who are willing to accept it, and that this tutelage should k
extwckd by them as Mandatories on behalf of the League.
3. The character of the mandate must differ according to the stage of the develop
ment of the people, the geographical situation of the territory, its economic con&tions and other similar circumstances.
A Certain communities formerly belonging to the Turkish Empire have reached
a-stage of development where their existence as independent nations can be provisionally recognized subject to the rendering of administrative advice and assistance
by r Mmdatory until such time as they are able to stand alone. The wishes of these
conmuhities must be a principal consideration in the selection of the Mandatory.
5. W e r peoples, especially those of Central Africa, are at such a stage that the
- M q ~ d ~ must
o q be responsible for the administration of the territory under conditions which will guarantee freedom of conscience and religion, subject only to the
m a i n ~ ~ a of
n apublic order and morals, the prohibition of abuses such as the slave
trade, the a m tratlic and liquor t r a c , and the prevention of the establishment of
forti6cations or military and naval bases and of military training of the natives for
other than police pirposes and the defence of territory, and will also secure equal
.
opportunities for the trade and commerce of other Members of the League.
6. There are territories, such as South W
e
s
t Africa and certain of the South
Pacific Islands, which, owing to the sparseness of their population, or their small
size, or their remoteness from the centers of civilization, or their geographical
contiguity to the territory of the Mandatory, and other circumstances, can be best
administered under the laws of the Mandatory as integral portions of its territory,
* subject to the safeguards above mentioned in the interests of the indigenous population.
7. In every case df mandate, the Mandatory shall render to the Council an annual
report in referehce to the territory committed to its eharge.
80 The degree of authority? control or administration to be exercised by the
Mandatory shall, if not previously agreed upon by the Members of the League,
be clnp1icidy defined in each case by the Council.
9. A pamnnent Commission s h d be constituted to receive and exambe the
annual reports of the Mandatories and to advise the Council on d matters relating
to the observance of the mandates.
a
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Appendix IV

CHARTER OF T H E
UNITED NATIONS
CHAPTER XI -DECLARATION REGARDING NON-SELF-GOvEBR€B&
TERRITORIES

APtiCk 73
Members of the United Natiom which have or assume responsibilities for the
administration of territories whose peoples have not yet attained a full measure of
self-g~vernmentrecognize the principle that the interests of the inhabitants of thes
territories are paramount, and accept as a sacred trust the obligations to promote
to the utmost, within the system of international peace and security established by
the present Charter, the well-being of the inhabitants of these territories, and to
this end :

with due respect for the culture of the peoples concerned, their
politid, economic, social and educational advancemeat, their just treatment, a d their protection against abuses;

a. T o ensure,

b. T o develop self-government, to take due account of the political aspirations
of the peoples, and to assist them in the progressive development of their
free politid institutions; according to the particular circumstances of each
territory and its peoples and their varying stages of advancement;

I
c.

To further internaiional peace and security;

d. T o promote coristructive measures of development, to encourage research, and
to co-operate with one another and, when and where appropriate, witb
specialized international bodies with a view to the practical achievement
of the social, economic and scientific purposes set forth in this Article ;and
e. T o transmit regularly to the Secretary-General for information purposes,

subject to such limitation as security and conktitutional considerations mayrequire, statistical and other information of a technical nature relating to
economic, social and educational conditions in the territories for which
other than those territories to which

Article 74
Members of the United Nations also agree that their policy in respect of the terriless than in respect of their metropolitan
ciple of good neighborliness due account
-being of the rest of the world, in s0cleal,
21

CaAPTER XII -INTERNATIONAL TRUSTEESHIP SYSTEM
Article 75
The United Nations shall establish under its authority an international trusteeship
system for the administration and supervision of such territories as may be qdaced
thereunder by subsequent individual agreements. These territories are hereinafter
referred to as Trust Territories.
Article 76
The b ~ i objectives
c
of the trusteeship system, in accordance with the Purposes of
the United Nations laid down in Article 1of the present Charter, shall be :
u. T o further international peace and security;
I. T o promote the political, economic, soeid and educational advancement of the
inhabitants of the Trust Territories, and their progressive development
towards self-government or independence as may be .appropriate to the
particular circumstances of each territory and its peoples and the freely
expressed wishes of the people concerned, and as may be provided by the
terms of each trusteeship agreement ;
c. T o encourage respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all
without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion, and to encourage
recognition of the interdependenceof the peoples of the world; and
d. T o ensure equal treatment in social, economic and commercial matters for
d Members of the United Nations and their nationals, and also equal
treatment for the latter in the administration of justice, without prejudice
. to the attainment of the foregoing objectives and subject to the provisions
of.Article 80. . Article 77
1. The trusteeship system shall apply to such territories in the following categories
as may be placed thereunder by means of trusteeship agreements :
a. Territories now held under mandate;
b. Territories which may be detached from enemy states as a result of the
Second World War; and
c. Territories voluntarily .placed under the system by states responsible for their
administration.
2. It will be a matter for subsequent agreement as to which territories' in the
foregoing categories will be brought under the trusteeship system and upan what
terms. .Article 78
The trusteeship system shall not apply to territories which have become Members
of the United Nations, relationship among which shall be based on respect for the
principle of sovereign equality.

.

'

Article 79
The terms of &usteeship for each territory to be placed under the trusteeship
system, including any alteration or amendment, shall be agreed upon by the states
directly concerned, including the mandatory power in-the case of territories held
under mandate by a Member of the United Nations, and shall be approved as
provided for in Articles 83 and 85.

,

1. Except

.

4

may be a g ~ upon
d in individual trusteeship agreements, m a d e i ~ e r. .

. ,;

Artides 77, 79 and 81, placing eaih territory under the trustaship systengB$nd
until such agreements have bars cwduded, nothing in this Chaptu.
hi&*strued in-or of itself to alta in any manner the rights whatsoever of
any peoples or the terms of d s t b g international instruments to whi
of the United Nations m y rei&etively be parties.
..- +$
2. Paragraph 1 of thb ~ r t i & : s h d not be interpreted as giving grOundsu'fir
delay or # o s t p o a ~ of
t the negotiations and conclusion of agreements for p l d g
system as provided 'ha?fltn
mandated and other territories under the trusteeship
. .
Article ,77*
.
Article 81
The trusteeship agreement shall in each case include the terms under which the
trust territory will be administered and designate the authority which will exercise
the administration of the trust territory. Such authority, hereinafter called the
administering authority, may be one or more states or the Organization itself.

Article 82
There may be designated, in any trusteeship agreement, a strategic area or areas
which may include part or all of the trust territory to which the agreement applies,
without prejudice to any special agreement or agreements made under Article 43.
Article 83
1. All functions of the United Nations relating to. strategic areas, including the
approval of the.terms of the trusteeship agreements and of their alteration or
amendment, shall be exercised by the Security Council.
2. The bmic objectives set forth in Article 76 shall be applicable to the people of
each strategic area.
3. The Security C o d 1 shall, subject to the provisions of the trusteeship agreements and without prejudice to security considerations, avail itself of the assistance
of the!Trusteeship C o u d to perform those functions of the Unikd Nations under
the trusteeship system relating to political, economic, social, and educational matters
in the strategic areas.
Article 84
1t.shall be the duty of the administering authority to ensure that the trust territory
shall play its part in the maintenance of international peace and security. T o this
end the administering authority may make use of volunteer forces, facilities, and
assistance from the trust territory in carrying out the obligations towards the
Security Council undertaken in this regard by the administering authority, as well
as for local defence and the maintenance of law and order within the trust territory.

Article 85
1. The functions of the United Nations with regard to trusteeship agreements for
all areas not designated as strategic, including the approval of the terms of the
trusteeship agreements and of their alteration or amendment, shall be exercised
by the General Assembly.
2. The Trusteeship Council, operating under the authority of the General
Assembly, shall assist the General Assembly in carrying out these functions.

-
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CHAPTER MII -THE TRUSTEESHIP-COUNCIL
Article 86

-

1. The Trusteeship Council shall

of the following Members of the
United Nations :
a.
a. Those Members administering trust territories ;
b. .Such of those-members mentioned by name in Article 23* as are not administering trust territories ;and
c. As many other Members elected for three-year terms by the General Assembly
as may be necessary to ensure that the total number of members of the
Trusteeship Council is equally divided. between those Members of the * United Nations which administer trust territories and those which do not.
/

2. Each member of the Trusteeship Council shall desiaate one specially qualified
persoir to represent it therein.

FUNCTIONS AND POWERS
The General Assembly and, under its authority, the T ~ t e e s h i pCouncil, in
carrying out their functions, may:
a. h i d e r reports submitted by the administering authority.;
b. Ampt petitions and examine them in consultation with the administering
authority ;
r. Provide for periodic visits to the respective Trust Territories at times a g r d
upon with the administering authority; and
1. Take t h e and 0 t h actions in conformity with the terms of the trusteeship
agreements.
A&& 88
The Trusteeship Council &all formulate a questionnaire on the political, economic,
mcid and educational advancement of the inhabitants of each trust territory, and
the administering authority for each trust territory within the competence of the
General h b l y shall make an annual report to the General Assembly upon the
basis of such a questionnaire.

VOTING
Article 89

1. Each member of the Trusteeship Council shall have one vote.
2. Decisions of the Trusteeship Council shall be made by a majority of the
members present and voting.

\

T h e Permanent Members of the Security Council, i.e, China, France, Russia, the United
Kingdom, and the U h d states.

.-
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A~peRdiclc

PROCEDURE,
1. T h e Trusteeship Council shall adopt its own rules and ~rocedure,,indu&g
the method of selecting its President.
2. The Trusteeship Council & d l meet as required in accordance with its nda,
which shdl include provision for the convening of meetings on the quest .of r
majority of its members.

Article 91
I

The Trusteeship .Council shall, when appropriate, avail itself of the a s s i s ~ of
c
the Economk and Social Council and of the specialized agencies in regard to
matters with which they are respectively concerned.
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